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The natural scene image is a research object which has board connection 
territory in the drama text. As one of the kind of natural images, its natural 
characteristic endues the drama text with the specific emotion connotation; As one of 
the kind of space-time structure of drama, its natural characteristic endues the drama 
text with the specific structure meaning. The nature to the drama, is the natural life to 
the social life, is the isomorphism of the nature and the drama. And the natural 
function may be showed in multi-dimensions through the natural scene image.  
Tang Xianzu and Shakespeare, their drama text become the research object for 
the characteristic of their natural scene images. This article takes "the natural scene 
image" as a basic point, and shows two process of transformation of the natural 
scene image in their drama text. The author not only do research on each natural 
scene image, but also try to find its metaphor relations and archetype meanings in the 
corresponding text. According to the research of the text, the author intends to seek 
the resonance and the bifurcation of Tang Xianzu and Shakespeare which is 
expressed by the natural scene image. 
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第一章  汤显祖：从花园春色到荒野秋凉 
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